
009 010

Sterling Bed

Thanks to its compatibility, the Sterling bed 
system solves a multitude of situations, in 
contract or domestic ambients, with an original 
style. The bed frame can be padded or made of 
wood, even with transparent Plexiglas feet that 
together with the LED lighting, create a feeling 
of magical lightness.



011 012

Sterling bed with wood bed rails and wood/upholstered 
panels, Plexiglass leg with Led light; Icon Vanity in matt 
lacquered with veneer details with mirror and led integrated; 
Glass wardrobe with Stopsol glass and vertical led lights; 
Leon puff in fabric. Tobia coffee table in matt lacquered. 
Sitland: Dodo ottoman in fabric.



013 014

Icon Dresser

The Icon bed group introduce itself with a new fi 
nishes combination and become richer with a new 
inedited Vanity with open top, with inside 
a leather desk, with the option of a charging 
smartphone system, Bluetooth and other 
electronic accessories. 

Icon bed group matt lacquered with veneer details; 
Icon Vanity matt lacquered and veneer details with mirror and 
integrated led light; Leon ottoman in fabric. Rotaliana: Flow Glass 
suspended lights. Sitland: Dodo ottoman in fabric.



015 016

Glass Wardrobe

As a prestigious showcase boutique, the 
Glass wardrobe create a seductive 
transparent effect, mirrors and lacquered 
surface, even more irresistible thanks to 
the vertical led light system. 

Glass wardrobe with side and doors in Stopsol glass and 
vertical led light, structure and profile in brown finish 
aluminum.



017 018

Glass wardrobe with side and doors in Stopsol glass and vertical led 
lights, structure and profi le in brown fi nish aluminum; Sterling bed 
with wood bed rails and wood/upholstered panels, Plexiglass leg 
with Led light; Icon Vanity in matt lacquered with veneer details with 
mirror and led integrated; Tobia coffee table in matt lacquered. 
Rotaliana: Flow Glass suspended lights. Sitland: Dodo ottoman in 
fabric. 


